Setting the price code:
Pull the adjustment knob (3) out to the desired position and turn the knob to select the desired number. The 14th position on the print band is always neutral.
Important: The adjustment knob must be pushed back in place before operating so that the labeler prints and to avoid damage to the print head.

Insertion of label roll:
Slide both side caps (4) simultaneously in the direction of the arrow to open the bottom (5). Insert a new label roll as shown on the drawing.

Pull out a strip of labels approximately 4 inches long and close the bottom until it snaps in place.

Bend the strip back and feed it through the slot between the white guide pulley (6) and the transport wheel. By operating the grip several times, the label strip is transported inward and tightened. The labeler is now ready for use.

Removing the ink roller carriage:
Keep grip squeezed with one hand. Take the ink roller carriage (7) between thumb and middle finger of the other hand. Support your index finger on the labeler and remove the complete ink roller carriage by pivoting it to the front and top.

Replacing the ink roller:
Squeeze the ink roller carriage between thumb and index finger at the corrugated areas (†). The carriage (7) spreads and the ink roller will drop out. Open a new ink roller blister package for the ink roll to snap into place. The ink roller must not be re-soaked with ink.

Insertion of the ink roller carriage:
Take the ink roller carriage, at the corrugated area, using your index finger at the bottom and your thumb on top. With a slight pivoting movement from top to bottom, snap the carriage back into the cross runner of the housing. The contact labeler is ready for operation again.